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Alpha Transport in COG 
 
The following outlines how alpha transport is currently implemented in COG.  Alpha 
transport is handled as a two step process … 
 
Step 1: CSDA. Using data and coding borrowed from the AlfaMC code [1], a 
Continuous Slowing Down Approximation for alphas has been implemented in COG. 
Following the guide of the AlfaMC code, Gaussian or Landau distributed energy 
straggling is performed, and a simple Fermi small-angle multiple scattering model is 
adopted. Since for the energy range under consideration (~1 to 20 MeV), the mean free 
path for nuclear interactions (e.g., (alpha,neutron), (alpha,gamma), etc.) is very much 
greater than the range of the alpha, the CSDA approach alone is used to track the alpha. 
That is nuclear interactions are ignored in this step. 
 
Step 2: Nuclear interactions. A fraction (see below) of the CSDA steps are sampled for 
nuclear reactions – that is, for each step if a random number is less than the fraction, then 
nuclear reactions are included and any properly weighted secondaries are produced and 
followed. 
 
How to: In the COG input deck, there is a new block – alphatrans. The possible input 
selections are… 
 
 adestep de where de is the fractional energy loss per step, 

default is 0.01 
 
 astragflag flag where flag = 0 for gaussian only, = 1 for gaussian, 

vavilov, or landau depending on energy, default is 0 
(option 1 increases running time) 

 
 astepmin stmin1 stmin2 … where stmin1, stmin2, ... are minimum steps in cm 

for each material in mix block, must be > 1.e-8, 
default is 1.e-6 

 
 astepmax stmax1 stmax2 … where stmax1, stmax2, ... are maximum steps in cm 

for each material in mix block, must be < 10., 
default is 1.e-3 

 
 aecut ecut1 ecut2 … where ecut1, ecut2, ... are cutoff energies in MeV 

for each material in mix block, must be > 0.001, 
default is 0.01 

 
 afrac af1, af2, … where af1, af2, … are the fraction of CSDA steps, 

on average, with nuclear reactions, (this factor 
should be determined by trial and error, too low and 
you get few, if any, secondaries, too high and you 
are swamped with secondaries), default is 0.01 



 
Note: The material dependent quantities are entered according to the ordinal material 
number, i.e. 1 corresponds to the first material defined in the mix block, 2 to the second 
material defined, and so on. If an entry is made for one material it must be entered for 
each material, otherwise COG doesn’t know how to assign values. 
 

Testing Results 
 
Testing Results for Step 1:  Included in the AlfaMC package were 4 example problems. 
I made changes in COG to calculate the same quantities as determined by the AlfaMC 
program, and ran each example. 
 

Example 1): A pencil beam of 5.48 MeV alphas impinging on a 1000 µm 
thickness of water. Output is energy deposited vs depth in ‘the water. Figure 1 
shows a comparison of COG and AlfaMC. 

 
 

 
Figure 1 

 



 
Example 2): A pencil beam of 5.48 MeV alphas impinging on 6 µ mylar foil. 
Output is the energy transmitted through the foil. Figure 2 shows a comparison of 
COG and AlfaMC. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2 

 



Example 3): An isotropic point source of 5.304 MeV alphas passing through a 6 
µm Al foil and a 1 cm vacuum chamber to impinge on a detector consisting of 
0.05 µm Au window and 0.03 cm Si wafer. Output is the energy deposited in the 
Al foil and the Si wafer. Figures 3 and 4 show comparisons of COG and AlfaMC. 

 
 

 
Figure 3 

 



 
Figure 4 



Example 4): An isotropic point source of alphas from the U232 decay chain 
passing through a 1 cm vacuum chamber to impinge on a detector consisting of 
0.05 µm Au window and 0.03 cm Si wafer. Output is the energy deposited in the 
Au window and the Si wafer. Figures 5 and 6 show comparisons of COG and 
AlfaMC. 

 

 
Figure 5 

 



 
Figure 6 

 
 
The comparisons range from very good to excellent. On to the next step, include alpha 
reactions to allow neutron production by the alphas. 



Testing Results for Step 2:  I included nuclear reactions by sampling a fraction (default 
or input by material, as described above) of the CSDA steps, forcing nuclear reactions to 
occur within the selected step, and then following the appropriate, properly weighted 
secondaries. This scheme allows for nuclear reactions along the entire path and so 
includes effects of alpha positioning and energy loss. Also, the number of secondaries to 
follow can be adjusted by setting the fraction of CSDA steps to be sampled. 
 
Wilson, Bozian, and Perry [2] , describe a scheme to calculate alpha-induced thick target 
neutron yields. Table 2 of the reference compares their calculations (SOURCES) to 
various measurements (Ja83, We82,…). I set out to reproduce these calculations using 
COG and met with several limitations. Alpha transport in COG is modeled after the 
AlfaMC code, and so uses the AlfaMC database, which does not include Li, B, F, Na, or 
Mg. Alpha nuclear reactions are available using primarily the JENDL-AN-2005 data 
library which does not include O16 or Ne. In Table 1 below I reproduce a truncated 
(reflecting the above limitations) version of Wilson, Bozian, and Perry’s Table 2. I’ve 
added columns representing COG calculations using JENDL2005 and TENDL2013 alpha 
cross sections. 
 

 
 

Table 1 
 



To more easily make comparisons I divided each column by the COG-JENDL column, 
the results are given in Table 2. I also included a color coding: ± 10% are black; ± 20% 
are green; ± 30% are blue; and > ± 30% are red. 
 

 
 

Table 2 
 
Comparing COG-JENDL to COG-TENDL shows the TENDL2013 alpha cross sections 
yield consistently, and significantly, higher neutron yields. Comparing COG-JENDL to 
SOURCES shows a mixed bag; the Be comparisons are mostly ± 10%, the others range 
from a few at ± 10% to mostly > ±30%. Comparison of COG-JENDL with measurements 
is considerably better. Of the 73 measurements included in Table 2, 39 are at ± 10%, 26  
at ± 20%, 4 at ± 30%, and 4 at >± 30%. 
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